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The Ichnography or Ground-plot of Solomon's Temple.

1. The Holy of Holies
2. The Holy of Sanctuary
3. The Brazen Sea
4. The King's Seat, as some, or as others of Pulpit, where of Practice enjoyned by Law
5. Chambers on each side of several Gates.
6. Porches or Piazzas.

The Outermost Wall enclosing all the Ground belonging to the Temple.
A NEW PLAN OF OLD JERUSALEM ACCORDING TO THE AUTHOR.
A Description of the Temple of Solomon

ABC. The Separate Place in which stood the Temple.

ABE. The Court of a Trioct.

G. The Altar.

Bilke. A Pavement comprising three sides of the innermost Court, and upon which stood the Buildings for the Priests with Chapels over them.

M. The Court of the People.

Q. The Court of the Priests.

K. A Pavement comprising three sides of the People's Court, upon which stood the Buildings for the People, and Chapels over them.

UX. The Mountain of the House.

abb. A Wall enclosing the whole.

e. The Gate Shekkechoth.

i. The Gate Parhah.

l. The two gates Adopar.

g. The East Gate of the People's Court called the Ringle Gate.

h. The North and South Gate of the same Court.

u. The Chambers over the Chapels of the People's Courts, where the People ate the Sacrifice, its Chambers in each story.

Plate 1. p. 369.
Hierosolyma urbs sancta Iudeae, totiusque orientis longe clarissima, qua amplitude ac magnificentia hoc nostro aevo conspicua est.
2. Church of Ascension.
3. Where the Prayer was taught.
5. Where Christ went over Jerusalem.
7. Burial Place of the Virgin.
8. Throne of Solomon.
9. Graves of the Prophets.
10. Golden Gate.
11. Road to Jesse's.
12. City Walls.
13. Praying Place.
14. Little Sahbara.
15. The Harun Scherif.
17. Red Sea.
20. Insalable Bridge.
22. Gate of Heaven.
23. Dying Place of Fatima, Daughter of Mahomet.
24. El Mirage, Place of Ascension of the Prophet.
27. Mosque of the Morilins.
28. Fountain.
29. Monument of the Samaritans.
30. Potter's Field.